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men's BASKETBALL | VCU 75, GW 60

Rams scoring run
stymies Colonials
by elizabeth traynor
Sports Editor
Confidence was the key.
In the press room after Sunday’s game, VCU head coach
Shaka Smart said his team’s confidence was the difference-maker in
its 75-60 victory over the Colonials
in the BB&T Classic.
His players agreed. Junior
guard Darius Theus said it was
his team’s confidence in his ability that lead him to net a long,
sinking three.
When GW head coach Mike
Lonergan and senior guard Tony
Taylor sat down at the table, confidence was on their minds, too.
It was a lack of confidence that
tripped the Colonials up over
crucial stretches of play, they said.
And, as usual, Taylor shouldered
the burden for his team’s deficit.
“I have to motivate my team
a lot better than I’m doing,” Taylor said. “I’m obviously not doing a good job and we just have
to trust each other a lot more and
just make plays.”
The Rams and the Colonials
took the court in the Verizon
Center equally hyped, playing a
tightly contested game over the
first minutes of the first half. The
game saw three ties and three lead
changes over the first six minutes
of play, before knotting at 16.
But then, in an all-too-familiar turn of events, the Colonials
were doomed by an opponent’s
scoring run: The Rams posted a
16-4 run over GW to explode out
for a lead, ending the half with a
43-26 advantage.
After Kansas State used a
similar 15-1 run to undo the Colonials Thursday night, it was an
unwelcome pattern of play for
GW. VCU controlled the pace of
the game in the first, forcing the
Colonials to play up-tempo. It
was a fast style that threw GW’s
focus, forcing them into 10 first
half turnovers that the Rams converted into 16 points.
VCU’s control of the pace
shook the Colonials’ presence at
the net, too, forcing GW to rush
its looks and take bad shots. The
shooting struggles are becoming
another unwelcome pattern for
the Colonials – going 40.7 percent
from the floor and 28.6 percent
from beyond the arc, it’s an indication of a team trying to find its
offensive identity.
"We need to get more than a
couple guys more committed on
both ends of the court, and we re-
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ally struggle at certain positions
defensively," Lonergan said. "The
good thing is it seems like more a
lack of effort than talent.”
The offensive struggles carried over to GW’s defensive
play. Though the Colonials bested VCU in points in the paint
in the first, 14-6, the Rams sunk
GW from three-point range, netting nine treys to establish their
commanding lead.
Lonergan switched GW’s
defense from a man-to-man to
a 1-3-1 zone in the midst of the
Colonials’ slump, hoping to best
VCU’s screens and tighten his
team’s defensive presence.
“For whatever reason, we
continued to make some mistakes out there,” Lonergan said.
“I think we’ve got to get better
defensively. Part of those runs
are not just our lack of defense,
it’s also our scoring problems
and our turnovers. Truthfully,
you can talk about confidence, I
think one of the problems of our
team is that we have some guys
that are too confident. Too confident in their offensive abilities.”
It was crucial for the Colonials to post a strong opening in
the second half, and over the first
12 minutes of play, they did. GW
became the aggressor, posting a
small scoring run of its own. Led
by what Lonergan called “excellent” decision making from Taylor, who created valuable scoring
opportunities for his teammates,
the Colonials pulled within six.
But even a 51.9 shooting percentage from the floor wasn’t
enough for GW to overcome its
16-point halftime deficit. Sophomore forward Nemanja Mikic
paced GW’s offense, adding 15
points, and Taylor posted 14, dishing out five assists and grabbing
five rebounds. The Colonials continued to attack the paint, earning
gritty points out of senior forward
Aaron Ware, who posted eight to
the scoreboard, often off plays that
involved sharp cuts to the basket.
No one from GW was as explosive offensively as VCU’s senior forward Bradford Burgess,
who netted 24 points and grabbed
five boards. Without a go-to hot
Michelle rattinger | senior photo editor
shooter, the Colonials needed to
enhance their defensive presence, Top: Junior forward David Pellom drives to the net Sunday in the BB&T matchup
See BBT: Page 11

Her hands never stop moving.
She fidgeted – toying with her
hair, quickly weaving it around
her fingers and twisting it behind
her ear.
The junior treats her attention
deficit disorder with Adderall, a
drug that keeps her mind focused
and her hands from darting for
something to play with.
Stimulant medications prescribed to treat ADD and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder
– such as Adderall, Ritalin, Focalin,
Vyvanse and Concerta – improve
concentration and alertness.
“Adderall makes us normal
people,” the junior, who spoke on
the condition of anonymity, said. “I
couldn’t live without this.”
With 11 recorded cases in the
2009 to 2010 academic year and
nine last year, prescription drug
abuse has been an upward trend on
campus since 2008, Assistant Dean
of Students Tara Pereira said.
Just three violations have
been recorded so far this year,
but Pereira said the identified

francis rivera | Assistant Photo Editor

Both immediate-release and extended-release versions of Adderall, a drug
meant to treat attention deficit disorder, are increasingly used to enhance
the concentration of students in high-stress academic environments.

cases vastly underestimate actual
abuse on campus.
The same effects that allow the
drugs to treat ADD and ADHD
have led to their nationwide abuse
as study drugs – a growing concern
of University officials who don’t
know how to root out perpetrators
or rein in the mounting problem.
Fear campaigns about the risks

of abusing stimulant drugs have
not been effective, so finding a successful way to deter abuse is a top
priority, Pereira said.

Never surprised

Pereira, who oversees the
University's behavioral and substance abuse offices, said the
medications are increasingly

by sarah ferris
Assistant News Editor
The director of the University
Counseling Center abruptly resigned
Thursday after facing charges from
former employees of incompetent
leadership and inappropriate professional behavior.
The resignation was announced
in a canned statement from Dean of
Students Peter Konwerski that did
not address the controversies brought
to light by a Nov. 17 Hatchet article.
The seven counselors sourced then
said a lack of leadership in UCC led
to frequent staff turnover, limiting
the effectiveness of the center.
University administrators declined to speak specifically about
director John Dages’ departure
Dec. 30, citing a policy not to discuss personnel.
“People leave for many reasons,”
Konwerski said Friday when asked
about Dages’ sudden departure,
months into a Human Resources intervention to retrain the counseling
center’s leadership. Dages did not
return a request for comment.
In the past two years, the center
has seen an 11-employee exodus,
including psychologists and case
managers, many of whom said strife
with the management fueled their
exits from the center. Counselors
who have resigned from the UCC
in the last year identified Dages as
dysfunctional, irate and unprofessional. His threats to fire staff, disorganized administrative behavior,
comments about personal lives and
rare presence at the center created
a toxic work environment. Employees also said Dages is out of touch
with students because he does not
see clients regularly.
See UCC: Page 5

University
gives less in
merit aid
by jeremy diamond
Hatchet Reporter

abused on college campuses.
Students without a judicial record who are found to be in possession of drugs face loss of housing,
drug education classes, an addiction assessment and a fine.
The average sanction for distribution is a year-long suspension.
Pereira said at least one student
had been suspended for selling Adderall in recent years.
Pereira said non-medical offenders are difficult to profile because they span class years and
campus demographics.
Cases of University-identified
Adderall abuse are almost always
linked to investigations spurred by
the smell of marijuana, of which
there are about 100 per year.
“I’m never surprised now
when we find pills,” she said. “It
is something that we really do
need to tackle more and put more
resources behind as far as prevention and education.”
The students with prescriptions
said they rarely thought of the disciplinary consequences of sharing
their medications.
“If you’re asking us to take this
every day to make us normal human beings, how can we possibly
think this is a bad drug?” the female junior asked.
See ADDERALL: Page 5

See AID: Page 5

Administrators fear rise of 'study drugs'
by Chelsea radler
Campus News Editor

UCC head
resigns in
light of
allegations

The University refocused part of
its financial aid pool toward students
with demonstrated economic need
in 2010, a change that cut into monies for academic, athletic and other
performance-based scholarships.
In the 2009 to 2010 academic year,
the last year that data is available for,
12.8 percent of aid was merit-based
– awarded to students who did not
demonstrate need in federal and
institutional financial assessments.
Last year, that number slipped to 9.6
percent, or $14.4 million.
The shift follows a nationwide
trend to pare down merit aid to expand the need-based pool as students struggle to pay for college in a
tough economy, according to a senior
analyst at College Board.
After the Board of Trustees approved a $7 million increase to the
aid fund, the change represents a $4
million drop in merit aid and an increase of about $11 million in needbased awards. The figures provided
do not include athletic scholarships
due to the bookkeeping practices
of the University, spokeswoman Jill
Sankey said.
This year’s merit aid pool is
likely in last year’s range, although
that data have not yet been reported, Associate Vice President for Financial Assistance Dan Small said.
The University's internal financial
aid pool stands at $159 million, up
from $85 million in the 2003 to 2004
academic year to meet the rising
needs of students.
The University’s shift toward
need-based aid comes as the Class of

against VCU. Above: Head coach Mike Lonergan shows his frustration during play.
Lonergan cited a lack of effort postgame when reflecting on GW's loss Sunday.

GW sees no clear way
to stem Adderall abuse
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IN Brief

Student leaders omitted
from Marvin Center talks
Student leaders are alleging they have
been left out of key conversations this
semester about the future of the Marvin
Center fifth floor.
Several University departments have been
meeting regularly to discuss plans for a student service center replacing the Hippodrome
this summer, but students said they have not
been invited to join.
Student Association President John
Richardson is worried the student voice
will be unheard.
“The University lacks a consistent and defined vision for students and community space
on campus,” Richardson said this week.
Dylan Pyne, chair of the Marvin Center
Governing Board, has been dubbed student
organization office space coordinator, which
will likely be included in the plan. He said he
is disappointed that he has not been included
with the other stakeholders.
“I don’t know if we have been treated
equally up to this point,” Pyne said.
The heads of nine departments met
with the project’s leaders Nov. 28 – the first
meeting to include an architect. Michael
Peller, assistant vice president for events
and venues, said the “information-gathering” discussion reflected uses of each entity’s current space, such as reception areas,
private cubicles and staffing figures.
Peller said he did not know why student
leaders from the Marvin Center Governing
Board and the SA – groups that he said play
an “instrumental role” in fielding student
opinion on the project – were not invited to
last Monday’s meeting with the architect.
“We’re trying to treat student orgs just like
we treat every other department we’re working with,” Peller said.
He brushed off concerns that students
would be excluded over winter break, saying, “There will be plenty of time to make sure
we’re gathering all the required considerations
under second semester.”
The project manager, Helen Spencer, did
not return request for comment on how invites to the meeting were given out.
Representatives at the meeting hailed
from the Center for Student Engagement, Career Services, the Office for Study
Abroad, Hallmark Programs, Center for
Alcohol and other Drug Education, International Services Office, GW Center for
Undergraduate Fellowships and Research
and the GW Center for Civic Engagement
and Public Service, Peller said.
Earlier this fall, administrators said recommendations for the space would be passed
along to the architect in early December. The
University’s plan will now take shape by January, Peller said this week.

–Sarah Ferris

michelle rattinger | senior photo editor

U2 lead singer Bono greets University leaders, including Board of Trustees chairman Russell Ramsey, for The Beginning of the End of AIDS event Thursday at
the Jack Morton Auditorium. President Barack Obama and songstress Alicia Keys also attended the event marking the 23rd anniversary of World AIDS Day.
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Watch highlights from the first family’s
tree-lighting ceremony Thursday.

The Colonials played Virginia
Commonwealth University Sunday.

Men grew mustaches for 30 days to
raise money to fight prostate cancer.

National Christmas Tree Lighting

DECEMBER
Monday
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BB&T Classic
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Movember
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Shaking Things Up with S.E. Cupp

Academic Service-Learning Symposium An Evening with the Honeybees

S.E. Cupp, a political commentator
for Glenn Beck, will speak to the
College Republicans and Young
America’s Foundation about
conservatism on college campuses.
Marvin Center, Room 309 • 7 p.m.

Students from the University’s summer and
fall service-learning courses will present their
semester-long projects, showing how they made
a difference in the District community.
Marvin Center Continental Ballroom
• 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Students are invited to learn from a
biology professor and student about
the half a million honeybees housed
at GW. Honey-themed treats and food
will be served.
Bell Hall, Room 205 • 6 p.m.

Wednesday

7

Microfinance:
Surviving the Global Economy

An expert on development economics will share
his experience working with rural markets,
development trade and micro-enterprise and
finance projects across the world.
1957 E Street, Room 505 • 3:30 p.m.
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Political science professors Robert Betz, center, and Robert Stoker, right, debated health care Nov. 30 in the
second installment of the Student Association's speaker series. The next debate, on religion, will be Jan. 25.

SA elicits Univ. funds for debate
Costigan said
speaker series will
save money for orgs
by sarah ferris and
chloe sorvino
Hatchet Reporters
One of the Student Association’s top leaders defended his
programming efforts this week
in his role as student advocate,
saying he has helped student
groups save money by encouraging the University to commit
funds to a debate series.
Executive Vice President
Ted Costigan said the SA’s
highly publicized role in the
“Only at GW” speaker series
has helped campus groups tap
into University funding for a
spring event previously covered by student budgets.
The senior said his planning team is a few weeks away
from announcing the names
of two prominent pundits that
will face off March 4.
“Do you think all the
money is going to come from
the student budget? No, and
that’s because we’re working behind the scenes and
showing people it’s worth
doing,” Costigan said.
The group of organizers,
which includes students from
College Republicans, College
Democrats, Class Council and
Program Board, has hosted

two professor debates about
the economy and health care,
and a third is planned for Jan.
25 about religion.
The only cost for the first
two events – hosted in the Marvin Center – was the food, but
Costigan did not know the total
cost or source of that funding.
Three months after pledging to host high-profile guests
in a University-wide political
debate series, the four guests at
events so far have been faculty.
Costigan has repeatedly
said the speakers would reach
the caliber of last February’s
debate between presidential
candidate Newt Gingrich and
Vermont Gov. Howard Dean.
Costigan declined to give
figures for the two big-name
political commentators, but
said students will foot significantly less of the bill compared
to last year's $40,000 Gingrich
and Dean debate. He did not
comment on which GW departments would cover next
spring’s debate or how much
of the tab would be left for
the Student Association's cosponsorships.
“It’s about getting the
University to work in the
same vein,” Costigan said,
lauding the funding coalitions growing across the University. “We’re showing that
it’s worth sponsoring.”
The Student Association
executive described the need
to conserve student funds
with the SA’s plateauing
budget and rising number of

Local courtroom to
judge small crimes
by jacqueline drayer
Hatchet Reporter
Students facing drug
charges from the city court
might see their cases dismissed if they complete
community service, after
the opening of a neighborhood-focused courtroom in
January.
The D.C. Superior Court
will designate a community
court for the Second District
– which includes Foggy Bottom – offering an alternative
channel to settle low-level,
non-violent criminal offenses like public drinking
or urination, driving violations, drug charges and

Charges stemming from
the Metropolitan Police Department and D.C. Superior Court are separate from
University charges and judicial procedures.
Following the introduction of community courts
for other areas of the city,
criminal recidivism rates
dropped,
Canan
said,
prompting the court to create additional branches
across other police districts.
The District’s two existing community courts were
created in 2002. One hears
cases related to traffic and
misdemeanors like aggressive panhandling, while
the other serves East of the

"Low-level crime takes away resources and
time from dealing with meaningful crime."
truman morrison
Senior Judge
D.C. Superior Court

prostitution, Judge Russell
Canan said Wednesday.
Cases within the community court's jurisdiction would be considered
“quality-of-life” cases that
could be resolved through
social services and community service, Canan said at a
Citizens Advisory Council
meeting at the Metropolitan
Police Department’s Second
District station. The meetings offer a forum for police
officers and residents to discuss safety-related issues.
Common punishments
through community courts
can include community service or mandatory rehabilitation through a social service agency, depending on
an individual’s offense.
George Corey, the chair
of the council, said University students facing court
charges for drug use, for
example, could complete
community service to then
have their cases dismissed.

River areas.
Senior Judge Truman
Morrison, who would act as
the presiding judge at the
community court, said he
is confident the community
court will have positive results and “resolve disputes
fairly, promptly, correctly.”
“Low-level crime takes
away resources and time
from dealing with meaningful crime,” he said, explaining the need for a community court.
The system makes residents feel good about their
communities,
Raymond
Norko, the presiding judge
at the Hartford Community
Court, said. Since the program began in Hartford,
Conn. in 1998, defendants
have completed thousands
of hours of service, he said.
“If everyone thought
about it, no major community would be without
[community courts],” Norko said. u

campus organizations.
“Yes, I could be doing a lot
of other things. And I do do a
lot of other things,” Costigan
said. He said his top priority
has been cost of attendance issues, working to lower the cost
of services like printing fees and
programs like study abroad.
Costigan said the speaker
series could become a permanent fixture if the University’s
schools continue to get involved, like last week’s event
organized by the School of Media and Public Affairs featuring
White House reporter Chuck
Todd. Costigan credited some
of the event’s high turnout to
his team’s publicizing efforts.
“If you look at similar
events in years past, there’s not
a line out of the door to get in,”
Costigan said.
The Student Association
has taken flak for organizing
past events, like the $50,000
Unity Ball in 2008, and shirking
its focus on student advocacy.
College Democrats President Joe Maniscalco said the
professor debates would have
happened without the SA.
“It’s Ted’s speaker series.
But he’s sort of a silent partner,” Maniscalco said after
the Nov. 30 debate.
Chris Wassman, director of
public relations for the College
Republicans, said the Student
Association's greatest asset to
the events has been its outreach and bringing students
under "a unifying umbrella,”
Wassman said.u
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"I'm never surprised now when we find pills."
–Tara Pereira, assistant dean of students, on students' non-medical use of stimulant prescription
drugs like Adderall. The University has seen a bump in drug busts involving the prescription drugs.
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(Oval) office hours

UCC's long road to
regaining trust

by Lisa Fischer

University Counseling Center director John Dages resigned
Thursday after former employees
levied complaints of “dysfunctional” leadership under his watch.
But as UCC transitions to a new
director, the University must work
to re-establish the trust with the
community that has been tarnished.
Students who sought UCC help
were at least indirectly impacted
by Dages’ alleged poor leadership.
When students are dealing with
troubling issues, they should be
able to develop relationships with
staff members. The frequent staffing changes that occurred under
Dages and associate director Barbara Brown’s leadership inhibited students and counselors from building
those strong relationships.
The University Counseling
Center must be an upstanding organization within the community.
In their syllabi, professors cite the
UCC as a 24/7, attentive organization where students should go
when dealing with stresses. This
fact should be upheld.
Some have even noted that UCC’s
reputation of mismanagement is
known across the country, damaging
not only the organization’s reputation, but also the University’s.
The University is in for a long
haul when it comes to changing this
image. But with Dages' resignation,
it can begin to do so in earnest.
While Dages has resigned,
Brown, the other source of concern, remains. A former employee
told The Hatchet that Brown would
scream at employees who were not
performing up to her expectations
and that she is disconnected from
student concerns.
Whether the University decides to let Brown go or keep her
on, it must seriously bear in mind
the claims that have been leveled
about her. Her leadership might
continue to foster the negative environment so many former employees spoke of, which then would
harm students. Dages leaving the
University Counseling Center does
not mean the matter has been resolved; Brown's leadership must
be addressed as well.

In the future, we can
only be hopeful that
organizational concerns
do not have to reach a
critical point before they
are addressed.
This issue also sheds light on
the absolute necessity for the University to have no-fear, direct channels of communication through
which the community can report
complaints. Last month, University President Steven Knapp sent a
message to the community encouraging people to use a tips hotline
to report concerns in order to resolve just that. The tips hotline is
a laudable means for employees or
students to cite complaints. And
the University’s investigation into
Dages' and Brown’s leadership has
also been a strong response to the
staggering number of employees
leaving the organization.
But this issue had clearly existed for much longer than the few
months during which the investigation has been happening. When
student health was in question,
prompt decisions needed to be
made, even if it meant more swiftly taking the drastic step of seeking
the director ’s resignation.
Of course, changing leadership
should be a last resort response to
an issue. But when that leadership
might harm student mental health,
these decisions are necessary. The
community should not have to
worry that it is seeking help from
an organization that is not 100 percent fit to care for its needs.
In the future, we can only be
hopeful that organizational concerns do not have to reach a critical
point before they are addressed.
And as the University Counseling
Center changes its leadership and
tries to regain the trust of students
and the community, the University
must keep a keen eye on any warning signs to ensure that student
mental health will not once again
be in jeopardy.
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What the
holidays
are about

t’s that time of year again.
Get ready for carols, candy
canes and corny holiday specials on television.

Marissa Fretes
Columnist

Sorry Obama, but we've got class
L

ast October, when President learning opportunity for any stuBarack Obama held a town dent who is lucky enough to attend.
hall meeting in the Marvin Unfortunately though, students
Center, I was one of the many stu- rarely have the option of attending
dents who flocked to the 2100 block these on-campus events.
of H Street hoping
For last October’s
to catch a glimpse of
town hall meeting,
Obama in action.
the GW students who
Merely a month
were offered tickets
into my freshman
were pre-selected by
year, the president of
the Guide to Personal
the United States was
Success Program and
hosting a nationwide
the political science department. There were
broadcast from my colonly 20 student tickets
lege campus. Needless
in total.
to say, I thought it was
Last April, when
pretty cool.
Obama spoke at the Jack
Obama has been
Paris Bienert
Morton
Auditorium,
on campus three times
he jokingly addressed
in my three semesters
Columnist
our students, saying,
at GW, including last
“I wanted to make
Thursday for a ONE
sure you had one more
campaign event. By
now, the novelty of the president excuse to skip class.” The White
being on campus has begun to House set aside a small pool of stuwear off for me, and I’ve started dent tickets that the University disto wonder how students are ben- tributed to individual schools.
Last Thursday’s event only ofefiting from these presidential
fered tickets to the executive board
visits.
The University needs to reassess of the GW ONE Campus Challenge
its decisions to host high-profile and other select students.
The University, of course, benspeakers at critical times for student
productivity on campus, taking into efits from hosting such events, as
account whether these visits are ac- being able to say, “President Obama
tually in the best interest of the stu- did something important at The
George Washington University”
dent body as a whole.
Are we really getting anything surely helps the University’s public
out of it other than bragging rights image.
While it is true that attendand yet another opportunity to
tweet #onlyatgw? Without the ing a high-profile university does
opportunity to attend, students benefit students, it’s impossible
do not gain any concrete benefits to weigh the potential help in the
from these events taking place on future against the inconveniences
students are faced with in the prescampus.
Hearing the president speak ent.
Seven classes had to be rein person would be an incredible

scheduled or relocated to accommodate for last Thursday’s event,
and despite the e-mail students
received the night before, there
was still confusion about where
and when campus access would
be restricted.
These inconveniences were
imposed at a time when students
are stressing about rapidly approaching finals and classes wrapping up.
Can the University really justify cancelling classes leading up to
finals, even for a speaker like this?
I'm not sure.
I’m not saying the University
should reject every offer for a presidential visit – it is indeed an exciting
event to host. But it is worth noting
that these events are coming at a
time when student success should
be the focus. Hosting high-profile
speakers on campus will get GW’s
name out there, but the students
whom the name represents should
be able to say that they got something out the event, too.
GW should be an institution
for academia and learning – not
promoting publicity and image.
The students’ interests and needs
should be put above improving
image – particularly at this critical
time in the year.
The University should put efforts toward making Obama’s appearances on campus more beneficial for students. The cool factor
alone may not be sustainable if
these events continue to inconvenience students without providing
any concrete benefits.
–The writer, a sophomore majoring
in international affairs,
is Hatchet columnist.

In 2008, GW took a chance on a nancial supporters, and President
talented student and a war-torn na- Bill Clinton himself has honored
tion by creating a pilot scholarship Deng and Banaa co-founders on
program for a Sudanese refugee.
stage at Clinton Global Initiative
Makwei Mabioor Deng, the events in 2008 and 2009.
first Banaa scholarship recipient,
Knapp should seize that mohas excelled at GW and is prepar- ment and announce the following:
ing for a career in service to the a fully-financed Banaa scholar for
newly-established state of South enrollment in 2012, an annual visSudan.
it for Banaa scholars at other uniWith the program expanding versities to GW and a sustained
to other universities, it’s clear fundraising campaign to support
that GW’s initial inthe investment.
vestment was a reThis would help
sounding success.
Jamie Fisher-Hertz, build the program
While GW stuby signaling to other
Ryan Brenner and
dents are doing the
interested universiKelsey Lax
difficult and creative
ties that the flagship
work of fundraisinstitution is comOp-ed
ing and facilitating
mitted. It could ulthe Banaa candidate
timately help to deselection
process,
fine a model of the
the program is at risk of slipping 21st century university as a cataaway from GW.
lyst for global social progress.
University President Steven
Banaa – named for an Arabic
Knapp’s administration said it word meaning “to build, found or
will only fund half of the cost for create” – is unique, not only bethe next Banaa student after Deng cause it seeks to empower some
graduates.
of the poorest and most marginIt’s not too late to save the alized people in an impoverished
program.
region, but also because it has
With the Clinton Global Ini- been designed and administered
tiative University summit tak- entirely by students.
ing place on our campus in the
Volunteers from our own camspring, University administrators pus recruited applicants, verified
have a perfect opportunity to af- credentials and built a support
firm their commitment.
network for arriving students.
Clinton Global Initiative Uni- They approached dozens of govversity was one of Banaa’s first fi- ernment and nonprofit workers in

Sudan to find potential applicants.
They created a modified version
of the Common Application to
probe applicants’ commitments
to attaining peace and development. They created a “how-to”
kit to help students on campuses
around the country pitch the program to their administrators.
Most importantly, these volunteers crafted a long-term vision. Banaa was designed to
empower dozens of talented but
impoverished young people with
technical skills to serve their communities and conflict-resolution
frameworks to forge peace.
Deng is living out this vision.
After the destruction of his village when he was 8 years old,
he lived for 16 years in Kakuma
Refugee Camp near the KenyanSouth Sudanese border. There, he
won a scholarship to attend secondary school and took it upon
himself to produce the world’s
first Dinka language textbook, a
project he completed and published while at GW.
Inviting another Banaa scholar
would have an immense impact
on campus, as it would allow students to build relationships with
real survivors of conflict, bring
fascinating new perspectives to
the classroom and showcase GW’s
global leadership in the fields of
peace and development.
–The writers are interns for Banaa.
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But in the hubbub of the
holidays, it is easy to forget
about the religious meaning behind the festivities.
To counter this disregard,
the University should sponsor
interfaith events during the season to help students develop a
deeper understanding of other
faiths and of forming a community around religion.
After all, many celebrate
something during December,
whether it’s Christmas, Hanukkah, Kwanzaa or even the Winter
Solstice. It’s the time of year that
most of us have in common, despite how different our holidays
and our faiths might be. And it’s
a time that represents coming together with loved ones and celebrating the time we share. While
each might be unique, it is a common thread and one of the most
meaningful times of the year for
people of almost every faith.
GW's Interfaith Dinner is a
great start, but it is in early November – before anyone begins
even thinking about the more
mainstream, consumer-obsessed
holiday season. The dinner should
be a starting point in discussion
and in action with more events
following throughout the months
of November and December.
An interfaith day of service
would epitomize the values behind interfaith cooperation, especially during a time as important
and meaningful as the holidays.
In addition to helping the D.C.
community at large, an interfaith
day of service would allow for the
many faiths within the student
body to come together in service.
Even President Barack Obama
has advocated for interfaith cooperation in acts of community service, and for people of all faiths
coming together to help their
communities – something he has
called “interfaith service.”
But it doesn’t have to stop
there. The holiday season, after
all, contains days of meaning for
many religions. Another option
is an event celebrating each of
the holidays of the season, featuring all of the major religious
groups on campus.
Like an interfaith day of
service, such an event would
allow for many students of different faiths to come together
in celebration.
But an interfaith celebration
would allow for people to be directly introduced to the specific
qualities that make other religions special, educating themselves while still allowing the
student body to come together to
celebrate the fact that so many of
us have religions. And the event
could culminate in a discussion
about the meaning of the holidays and the need for interfaith
cooperation in facing the problems of the world.
Interfaith events allow for a
greater and more meaningful interaction between communities
and between students who perhaps would not get the chance to
interact often otherwise.
Because no matter how different every faith seems, no matter how different each of our
holidays are, many students
share the idea and the belief in
the power of faith.
After all, isn’t that what the
holidays are all about?
–The writer, a freshman
majoring in English, is a
Hatchet columnist.
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Faculty reexamine learning
by Andrea Vittorio
Campus News Editor
As Antwan Jones looks
toward his fourth semester
teaching at GW, one of his
first thoughts is to glance
back. In reading through
completed assignments and
exams, the assistant sociology professor thinks about
whether or not students are
digesting the information he
expects them to.
When he first started
teaching sociology courses as
a graduate student at Bowling
Green State University in Kentucky, Jones got caught up with
“cookie cutter” learning outcomes, or conceptual guidelines for what students should
know by the end of a specific
course. After he realized one
of his assignments wasn’t really capturing the theory of
the course, Jones modified its
instructions to help students
understand what he wanted
them to achieve.
“If I’m not guiding students on what the paper
should actually incorporate,
then I can’t expect students to
do what I think,” Jones said.
“They shouldn’t be mind
readers, and I shouldn’t assume that they are.”
As he gains more experience in his second year at
GW, Jones has adapted his
goals and assignments with
the help of resources that are
now funneled through the
Teaching and Learning Collaborative, a faculty-driven
effort to enhance teaching at
GW that launched this fall.
The group of faculty and administrators is working to expand existing programs and
develop new priorities, one
of which is assessment.
“It’s really about tailoring
a specific need that you want

ADDERALL
from p. 1

"Smart doping"

These medications improve alertness, concentration and attention span for
those with ADD and ADHD,
according to a leader at a national pharmaceutical organization.
With months of sustained
medical use, performance
can gradually improve because the drugs “tamper
down” excess hyperactivity
in the brain, psychiatrist and
leader of the Medco Neuroscience Therapeutic Resource
Center David Muzina said.
Abuse of the drugs –
“smart doping” – is increasingly common in collegiate
environments,
Muzina
agreed.
ADHD awareness among
doctors and the public has
led to more diagnoses and
therefore more drugs on the
market “that can be sold or
shared in potentially inappropriate ways,” Muzina
said.
Non-medical users have
overall lower grade point
averages, skip class more

UCC
from p. 1
Dages will spend the
next month transitioning
Mark Levine, senior associate dean of students, into
the role of interim director.
Levine – who has no clinical background – will have
a solely administrative role,
the specific responsibilities
of which have yet to be determined, Konwerski said.
He said assistant director Barbra Brown, who is in
her seventh year at the center, will remain in her current
position “to remain as close
to the clients as possible.” He
declined to comment if the
decision to pass over Brown
for the directorship was influenced by complaints made
by departing counselors
about her hands-off leadership and at times harsh treat-

AID
from p. 1
2015
demonstrated
significantly greater financial
need, with an average family contribution totaling 77
percent of tuition, compared
to 85 percent of tuition for
the Class of 2014.
College Board senior
analyst Sandy Baum said
merit aid has increased significantly in the past decade
– a figure that topped about
$5.3 billion last year.
“If you look 10 to 15
years in the past, I think
you will see a substantial
increase in merit funds,”
Baum said. “[Today], I think
it’s too high.”
Baum, who also serves
as a senior fellow at the

your students to have filled
by taking the class,” he said.
Colleges and universities
nationwide are contemplating
new ways to track the success
of students after a Nov. 21
report by the National Institute for Learning Outcomes
Assessment called for greater
transparency in showing evidence of learning.
The study of 200 institutions of higher education
pointed to their websites
as untapped platforms for
showcasing
information
about student learning. Online presentations of learning
assessments have increased in
recent years, but the authors
of the report suggest that data
be more widely available –
rather than buried in internal
sites – and more comprehensible to prospective students
and parents.
A Campus Assessment
Coordinating Council was
appointed with representatives from each of GW’s 10
schools in spring 2010 to regularly review the implementation of assessment across
the University.
As head of that council,
Cheryl Beil, associate provost for academic planning
and assessment, said GW has
pushed to make both faculty
and students more aware of
methods that trace and advance learning since its last
round of accreditation.
The Middle States Commission on Higher Education,
GW’s regional accrediting
agency, revised its standards
to include an assessment of
student learning as a key component of its accreditation review in 2002. While the body
requires the assessment must
take place, it lets the institution
determine the steps to measure
student learning, Beil said.

The University mandated that all schools identify
measurable learning outcomes on course syllabi as
part of GW's accreditation
review in 2006 to 2007. All
programs must identify four
to five central learning outcomes and choose at least
two measures for each one
that will provide evidence of
learning, including one “direct” measure like a product
or performance.
Faculty can receive assistance in writing and planning
measurements for learning
outcomes through the Center for Innovative Teaching
and Learning. As a member
of a junior faculty community last semester, Jones also
gained insight and support
from more senior faculty
members. The learning community, which will mark its
third year this spring, aims to
bring in more participants to
the program through efforts
of the Teaching and Learning
Collaborative.
Building course syllabi
around the notion of student
learning required a shift in
thinking away from the assumption that faculty should
be “knowledge holders,”
Jones said. The junior faculty
learning community, he said,
emphasized ways to keep students engaged and to make
learning fun and accessible.
“So we’re not the harborers
of information,” he said. “We’re
the facilitators of dialogue.”
As a way to centralize
learning outcome information,
Beil’s office created a single
website to collect tips and examples for measuring how
well faculty’s courses work.
Each year, academic departments or programs produce reports showing student achievements toward

often and are more likely to
have alcohol and other drug
dependencies, he added.
The male junior said he
smokes marijuana almost
every day to fight the insomnia and depression that
come with Adderall crashes.
Many students believe
intermittent use of stimulants is harmless, but the
drugs are associated with
serious risks “even in a controlled medical environment
with close supervision,”
Muzina said.
The slew of stimulant
drugs’ side effects include
increased blood pressure
and heart rate, arrhythmias,
insomnia, loss of appetite,
dizziness, irritability and
stomachaches.
A male junior said the
drug sparked such a strong
aversion to food that he feels
like eating at all is “forced
feeding” – a price he grudgingly pays to keep his mind
from roaming.
“If I didn’t have to take
this, I wouldn’t. I would do
anything to not to have to
deal with this in my life,”
the female junior, who has
experienced clinical depression in response to medication, said.

Wesleyan and Duke universities moved to include
the use of unprescribed
medications as a violation
of their codes of academic
integrity in October 2010

ment of employees.
Concerns resurfaced after a series of exit interviews
this fall, prompting human
resources to step in with
a “performance improvement plan” lasting through
the semester. A senior administrator said Brown's
positions as a leader of the
center would be reexamined
when the plan ends in January. The University declined
to comment on how the plan
specifically addresses claims
that the leadership created
a work environment that
harmed student health.
A clinician – who left
this spring after two years at
the center and spoke on the
condition of anonymity this
week because she still works
in the counseling field – expressed relief that Brown
was not promoted to director. The former employee
described Brown as “chroni-

cally unprofessional” and
“disinterested and disconnected” in the center ’s daily
routines.
Konwerski said Levine’s
existing relationships in the
center will ease his transition
to a more direct leadership
role. The dean of students
said Levine has been acting
as the “day-to-day supervisor” since September and has
met individually with the
center ’s four staff psychologists and seven part-time
clinical assistants to maintain open lines of communication after four employees left in as many months.
Former members of the
counseling center said they
believe mismanagement will
not completely subside until
both leaders have left.
“Barbara needs to leave
for there to be a real change,”
an employee, who left last
spring, said.

Graduate School of Education and Human Development, noted a correlation
between income levels and
academic achievement that
makes wealthier students
more likely to get unneeded
merit awards.
“Students from highincome families are more
likely to go to more selective institutions, which tend
to have larger endowments.
This allows them to give
more merit aid,” Baum said.
She concluded that “often [merit aid] goes to people who don’t need it.”
GW remains a need-blind
institution in that it does
not consider the ability of
prospective students to pay
tuition without financial aid
when making admissions
decisions.
While many universi-

Adderall increases dopamine levels in the brain,
which stimulates a mental
boost that can cause cravings for the drug among
abusers after only one use,
Muzina said.
Overdosing can lead to
more severe consequences,
including hypertensive crisis, heart attack, brain stroke
and death.
Muzina said many students don’t think about the
medical and legal ramifications of sharing their
prescriptions, particularly
when money doesn’t trade
hands.
“You could potentially
be held criminally liable
especially if something bad
happens to the person you
gave your ADHD medication,” Muzina said. “The
colleges need to promote
more awareness of the risks
of selling and sharing prescriptions.”

"The spirit of academic integrity"

jordan emont | assistant photo editor

Cheryl Beil, associate provost for academic planning and assessment, has led the University's efforts to
create and coordinate methods for tracking student learning across disciplines for the last 13 years.

at least one to two learning
outcomes and all outcomes
must be evaluated every five
years. The reports must also
outline future steps for educational growth.
These annual reports
are sent to the deans of each
college and to the Office of
Academic Planning and Assessment for review. Findings from learning outcome
assessments can be used for
curricula reform or for making decisions about raises,
promotions and tenure.
“The assessment results
are used as guidance, not to
dictate decisions,” Beil said.
“Most programs are having
department discussions and
making curricular changes that
they think will address the assessment findings and will improve student learning.”
Recent changes that
stemmed from academic
program reviews include the
adoption of new general curand September 2011 respectively.
But the addition of a
similar provision in the University’s academic bylaws is
unlikely, Director of the Office of Academic Integrity
Timothy Terpstra said.
Because the offices of
student conduct and academic integrity are separate,
Terpstra said he would defer
any instance of illegality to
the University’s behavioral
arm.
Terpstra added that the
use of stimulant drugs is not
comparable to an athlete’s
use of steroids because it
doesn’t physically enable
students to become smarter.
The temporary affects are
more like coffee or energy
drinks, he said.
As the issue gains traction nationally, including a
recent examination of Adderall usage at area colleges
in The Washington Post,
Terpstra plans to discuss the
non-medical use of prescription drugs with the University’s 50-member council
that arbitrates instances of
cheating.
“Clearly it violates the
spirit of academic integrity,”
he said. u
Another former employee agreed Dages’ resignation “is a step in the right
direction,” but expressed
concern
about
Levine’s
leadership because a director not versed in a clinical
background could be “really
problematic.”
“It’s very easy to just
cross the line into ‘it’s a
business,’ where you come
in, pay, get your services,”
the former employee said.
Levine will not have
a clinical role. Konwerski
said the “counselor on call”
program that Dages created
would not be affected by the
loss of one clinician.
Several former counselors said they met individually with Levine in past years
as well and grew frustrated
by what they described as a
lack of urgency in addressing the complaints. u

"Students from high-income families are more
likely to go to more selective institutions,
which tend to have larger endowments. This
allows them to give more merit aid."
sandy baum
Senior Analyst
College Board

ties have shifted toward
need-based awards, experts
continue to question giving
merit aid while other students’ need isn’t fully met.
Small estimated that the
University meets between 94
and 96 percent of the average student’s demonstrated
need through a combination

of institutional money, federal funding and loans. He
added that merit aid is generally awarded to students
before his office reviews financial aid forms.
“Unfortunately, GW has
never had the resources of
meeting everybody’s need
100 percent,” Small said. u

riculum requirements by the
Columbian College of Arts
and Sciences in spring 2010,
the revision of the core curriculum and general education requirements in the Elliott School of International
Affairs in 2008 and outside
accreditation for the GW
School of Business and the
School of Engineering and
Applied Science.
While the national report found that 70 percent
of institutions participating
in transparency initiatives
were more likely to report
data from national surveys,
Beil said it is important to
note that GW’s reported information is shaped by its
own measures, not state- or
national-level benchmarks.
She explained that accountability assessments can
be used punitively against
departments or institutions
– somewhat at odds with the
primary purpose of GW’s

evaluations as a tool to improve student learning.
To reach that target, Beil
said she wants “programs to
be candid in their assessment
findings,” rather than selecting measures that “show
them in the best light.”
Within the Columbian
College each year, all major
programs assess at least one
program-wide goal and every course in the new general
education curriculum will
evaluate at least one learning
goal for that course.
Associate Dean for Undergraduate Studies in Columbian College Daniel Ullman said the best measures
of teaching are “multi-faceted
ones” that incorporate both
student evaluations of teaching and assessments of student learning.
“We want students to
be engaged in challenging
courses and to succeed in
them,” Ullman said. u

Search narrows for
CADE's top spot
by KIERRAN PETERSEN
Hatchet Reporter
Two candidates outlined their visions for the
Center for Alcohol and
other Drug Education’s top
office last week, in their vie
for the position that has
been vacant since 2008.
The candidates, both
female and recent college
graduates, have experience
in substance abuse prevention, but did not delve
into explicit details of their
goals and plans for the position during presentations
last week.
The associate director
of CADE is in charge of
the University’s substance
education and abuse prevention
programming,
including the “BeWiser”
campaign, Responsible Alcohol Manager training and
student organization event
registration.
Assistant Dean of Students Tara Pereira, who
oversees CADE, said her
staff will meet Tuesday to
discuss the candidates. She
hoped a decision would be
made in time for the new
leader to begin in January,
although she said the position will reopen if neither
candidate is chosen.
“In a candidate, I am
looking for fit with students
and the campus culture, the
ability to lead, an alignment
of philosophies between the
candidate and the University, relevant alcohol and
other drug experience in a
college or university setting
and violence prevention experience,” Pereira said.
Candidate Alexis Janda
is the coordinator for the
alcohol and other drug
education program at Fordham University’s Lincoln
Center campus. She graduated from the University of
Maryland in 2010 with a
master’s degree in higher
education administration.
Janda suggested that
smaller decisions – such
as what a student does on
a Friday night – ultimately
determine their regular behaviors.
“What are your values,
what do you value and
what’s important to you
in your life? Oftentimes,
I don’t find that students
are actively thinking about
that,” she said. “They’re not
thinking about how those
little decisions impact their
life on a larger scale.”
Janda temporarily lived
in a fraternity house to
mentor students about alcohol and drug consumption, an experience that she
said helped her to develop
a student-friendly approach
to substance education.
“Drug and alcohol education and sexual assault
prevention is a tough area,

and for a lot of students it's
an awkward area, and if I
can be that person that they
feel okay with in talking
about it, then that's what I
want to do,” Janda said.
Megan Stahl, the other
candidate, emphasized a
hands-on approach to guiding students during her
presentation.
Stahl – a drug and alcohol counselor at Summit
Medical Group – graduated from Indiana University of Pennsylvania in 2011
with a graduate degree in
student affairs in higher
education.
“If I’m missing lunch
because there’s a student in
a crisis situation, then I’m
missing lunch,” Stahl said.
She said students are
autonomous in their decisions about alcohol, so
substance education must
go beyond telling students
what to do.

"We're really looking
to arm students with
the information and
resources necessary
to make healthy
decisions."
Megan stahl

Candidate
CADE Associate Director
“We’re really looking
to arm students with the
information and resources
necessary to make healthy
decisions,” Stahl said of her
goals.
Stahl said her presentation exhibited her personality, skill set and experience,
while Janda said she hoped
to spark a dialogue about
decision-making.
A third unnamed candidate, who was scheduled
to present Dec. 2, withdrew
for personal reasons.
The Center for Alcohol
and other Drug Education's associate directorship has been vacant since
2008 when Brian Hamluk
left the University. Katie
Bean served as assistant
director of GW’s substance control office, but
left in early September for
a similar position at St. Joseph’s University.
Pereira, who assumed a
more active role in CADE to
compensate for the vacancy,
has emphasized her hope
that the new leader would
have collegiate experience
with preventing substance
abuse and violence.
The coming year will
see a comprehensive evaluation of CADE’s performance and opportunities
for growth. u
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Anthropologists revise code of ethics
by Cory Weinberg
Hatchet Staff Writer

Frances Norwood’s anthropological research over the past decade has brought her to bedsides
in nursing homes and into ethical
murkiness as she studied euthanasia in the Netherlands.
Norwood, an assistant research
professor and lecturer, talked to
doctors who admitted to breaking
the Dutch ban on assisted suicide
before it was lifted in 1984. She
also witnessed a doctor administer
enough morphine to kill a patient.
Her study of 14 patients who
were considering assisted death
shaped her award-winning book
in 2009, but it also required her to
resolve ethical questions.
“To have these tools and conversations whenever you’re nervous about something in the field is
important,” Norwood said.
The problem, Norwood said,
was that her main tool for ethical
guidance – the American AnthroElise apelian | hatchet PHOTOGRAPHER pological Association's 13-year-old
Anthropology professor Frances Norwood challenged the code of ethics – could not keep up
ethics of euthanasia in 2009's 'The Maintenance of Life.' with the expanding field.

The association looked to update that code in late November,
creating new ethical guidelines for
modern anthropologists – who are
just as likely to study the culture of
urban stockbrokers as they are to
observe isolated tribes.
The proposed changes recognize the web of power roles that
has developed as anthropologists
expand beyond studying vulnerable populations, Damon Dozier,
the association’s director of public affairs, said.
Before, anthropologists were
ethically bound to ensure the
research subject’s well being.
Now, the code has expanded to
include “a spectrum of 'do no
harm,' ” Dozier said.
Joel Kuipers, an anthropology
and international affairs professor
who studies language and culture
in Indonesia, said the spectrum
recognizes that ethical obligations
may be less rigid when it comes
to researching subjects who are
powerful and wealthy – like the
doctors Norwood studied.
“But still, one of the things
[the code] is now saying is that

it’s very important to do no
harm,” Kuipers said.
The code, which was accepted
by the association’s executive board
and now awaits a member review,
is not binding law. It represents
only one piece of an ethical puzzle
that works in tandem with universities’ institutional review boards.
By reviewing projects during
the proposal stage and reevaluating implemented projects at least
once a year, GW’s Office of Human Research looks to ensure that
any studies involving human subjects do not place them at “undue
risk” and requires that subjects
give “uncoerced, informed consent to their participation.”
While all researchers at GW
work closely with the human
research office, anthropological
researchers rely on their specialized code as a guiding mindset –
rather than a specific set of standards – for their work.
The code update, Kuipers
said, underlines the breadth of
research areas.
“People who live in jungles
and rainforests have cultures, but

so do people who work on stock
exchange floors, and we need a
code of ethics that reflects a greater
diversity of contexts that fieldwork
gets done,” Kuipers said.
As part of a research team
studying autism in South Korea, anthropology and international affairs
professor Richard Grinker works
with people from other universities
and disciplines to perform clinical
studies and screenings to complement his sociocultural research.
“The old idea was that anthropologists worked alone, so the
guidelines never addressed the
issue that you have multiple authors, and it just assumed that the
anthropologist is going off into the
jungle,” he said.
Grinker added that, while the
anthropological association’s ethical code provides a broad outlook,
he still works with institutional review boards to examine the cultural
implications of his research.
“It’s not like we consult the
[anthropological
association’s]
guidelines on everything we do,
because so much of it is common
sense,” Grinker said. u
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TECH CORNER
Nook Tablet

versus Kindle Fire

Priding itself on user friendliness and a customizable interface, the
Nook Tablet lives up to its reputation.
The Nook has customizable home
screens and can group books and magazines on virtual shelves. While both tablets
offer high quality color magazine viewing,
the Nook’s article-view mode is more like
reading a real magazine.
A key selling point for
students is increased storage capacity. Nook Tablet
offers 16 GB of storage and
a memory card slot, while
Kindle Fire has only eight
GB. Connecting to GW’s
wireless networks with either tablet is tricky at best,
so it may be more convenient to have everything
stored at your fingertips
rather than using Kindle’s
method of storing things
in the cloud.
Nook Tablet boasts
one GB of RAM to Kindle’s 512 MB, and a reported 11.5 hours of battery life to Kindle’s seven
and a half hours.
To pick, you have to
decide whether the extra
$50 is worth a gadget with more storage, at
the expense of sacrificing Amazon’s greater
pool of products and apps.

Similar in size, shape and general character to the Nook Tablet, the Kindle Fire may have less
memory and battery life, but appeals to
those searching for extra user-friendly
services and features.
Kindle Fire offers roughly the same
book and magazine reading, but Amazon offers a larger selection of apps.
Also, web browsing
is faster on the Kindle
Fire, if you can connect
to Wi-Fi somewhere
around campus.
With purchase of
the Kindle Fire, you
get a free 30-day trial
period of Amazon
Prime, which offers
free, instant videostreaming. After the
trial period, membership is $79 per year.
Even with less memory, RAM and battery
life specs on paper, some
say that the Kindle’s performance doesn’t noticeably suffer compared to
the Nook.
To pick, one has to
decide whether to take
less impressive tech specs to save $50
dollars and access services like Amazon
Prime and streaming videos.

Nook Simple Touch (e-ink), $99; Nook Color
(touch), $199; Nook Tablet (color, touch), $249

Kindle (e-ink), $79; Kindle Touch (e-ink), $99; Kindle
Touch 3G , $149; Kindle Fire (color, touch screen), $199

BATTLE

Simple home
stereo system
For anyone wanting to bring a
little bit of home theater into a
dorm room, a relatively inexpensive three-piece stereo system (with two speakers and a
subwoofer) does the trick. An
added bonus? The auxiliary
input can also be hooked up
to MP3 players if you’re looking to play a little music with a
few friends over.

Coby CSMP67 2.1 Speaker System,
black, $18.24; Coby DVD420 2.1
Home Theater System (includes
DVD player), black, $40.03;
Creative Lab Inspire S2 2.1
Speaker System, black, $52.24.
From Best Buy (Columbia Heights or
Pentagon City)

Laptop case or cover
Everyone has that friend who has dropped his or her laptop one too many times. Each time, you wonder how it’s
still functioning and tell them to get a case. For this season,
breathe a sigh of relief by gifting them cases or covers. Models vary greatly depending on the type of laptop, so make
sure you choose the correct type.

Incase Hard Shell Case for 13" Aluminum Apple Macbook, multiple
colors, $49.99; Dell Switch Lid for Dell Inspiron Laptops, multiple
colors and sizes, $29.99, Init Laptop Sleeve, with zipper, multiple

colors, fits most laptops up to 15.6” display, $24.99. From Best Buy
(Columbia Heights or Pentagon City)

Earbud Earmuffs

Maybe you’re used to foregoing listening to your favorite tunes in lieu of warm earmuffs, or worse – uncomfortably wearing earmuffs over your earbuds. Any
music lover with an aversion to cold weather will appreciate a pair of earbud earmuffs, so that they can jam
out in style even on a cold wintry day.

COLLEGE CORNER
Dial-a-Drink
cocktail shaker

Personal filter water
bottle

Portable external
hard drive

Sick of bland or boring
mixed drinks? Give the gift
of tasty mixing to your 21+
college pals. You still have
to buy the ingredients to
make the more complicated
concoctions, but this handy
mixer helps by providing
the recipes and the vessel for mixing. Twist the
base to a drink you want to
make, and it will show you
the ingredients.

Even with a filter pitcher
or faucet attachment back
in the room, a student always on the run would
appreciate a portable water filter in its own bottle.
Plus, one filter claims to
replace up to 150 plastic
bottled waters – a good
move for the environmentally conscious.

With all the other ways
students sometimes shirk
responsibility and mess
up, it’s horrible to actually lose your paper instead of “losing” it. Any
college student could use
an external hard drive to
make sure precious files
are safe in case of laptop
malfunctions, or to store
music and movies.

Shaker, stainless steel, $19.99.

From Target or Bed, Bath & Beyond

Brita water bottle plus one
filter replacement pack, $18.99.
From Amazon, available at other
retail locations

Gift Card

Western Digital My Passport
Elite, metallic blue, 320 GB,

versus Actual present
$58.02. From Amazon

BATTLE

For all the flak they catch as
being the typically thoughtless
gift, in reality gift cards are still
really valuable (and not just monetarily) for recipients.
They can have personal value, as
well as a dollar-amount face value,
because the business from which you
purchase the card is presumably a
place you know the person would like
to spend money.
You have to know enough about
them to know that, for example, they
wouldn’t use a dollar of an American
Eagle gift card, but could easily use up
a Banana Republic card in one visit.
And let's face it, for college students
deciding whether they’d rather forego
nice meals for that new jacket, or those
who love coffee but have a conscience
about buying a latte every day, what
could a gift card hurt?
To pick, you have to decide if you’re
willing to risk appearing thoughtless
to save shopping time and to give the
person the choice of picking for
themselves. Also, it's important to decide how
much money you
want to gift to
them.
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American Eagle, multiple colors and patterns, $19.50.

It’s vague by nature, but in opposition to gift cards, things that are actual
presents are a genre all their own.
They are the things you could see or
play with in a store, or look at online.
Things you can read, watch, use in your
room or exchange for better things.
There are merits to these gifts.
Choosing one means that, presumably, you looked through other similar
things and thought this was the best
one for the person. You made an effort,
and knew enough about the person to
guess what they would like. Whether
it’s a scarf, book, toy or the newest tech
gadget, it’s something you thought they
would like.
Guessing what a person would like
comes with its own perils, including the
fact that he or she might actually hate
it. If this is a concern, try to leave the
tags, and just remove the price, so
that the item can be returned or exchanged if need be.
To choose whether to pick a "real"
gift or a gift card, you have to figure out
your own abilities to choose a likeable
gift, depending on a host of factors, like
how well you know the person and how
much time you have to shop for them.

GOOFY IDEAS
Pillow Pets

Air Swimmers

Universal remote control pillow

A gift fit for younger kids, Pillow Pets can be a
stress-relieving and comfortable choice for friends
or siblings who are young at heart. Get them the
plush version of their favorite domesticated pets
or zoo animals, or even a pillow-fied version of a
favorite team’s mascot.

Maybe as a kid you had or saw remote controlled cars, boats or
helicopters. Now, large flying inflated fish are all the rage. It is
easy to assemble (helium not included), and flies anywhere that
it can fit, even up or down stairs. Pranksters and inner adult
kids alike will enjoy this novelty. Small tanks of helium are sold
at party stores, or you can find helium at most flower shops or
grocery stores that sell balloons.

For the roommate or friend who is always losing
their (or your) remote, ring in 2012 without any more
inconveniently misplaced television controls. This
Brookstone pillow is a fully functional remote control, and has a database of programming codes for
over 500 remote control devices.

Many varieties, prices vary (most regular sized are $19.99$24.99). From Toys "R" Us and other retailers

Flying Shark or Flying Clownfish types, $39.99. From Toys "R" Us and other retailers

One color: Brown, $39.99. From Brookstone (in the Pentagon City Mall),
Best Buy (in Columbia Heights or Pentagon City), or other retailers

During the holidays, 'tis
the time to indulge in tasty
treats. Not many people
would say no to a good ol’
box of chocolates, but if you
want to show that you actually planned a gift ahead of
time, there are always specialties to order. Check out
these options around D.C.,
or look up what’s available
in your hometown.

Rather than buying another scarf or piece of jewelry that
you desperately hope a friend or loved one might like, give
them a little piece of a good cause, too. Knowing that a gift
is helping others elsewhere in the world is one sure way to
spread holiday cheer. Check out these ideas, or find another
good cause more suited for you or your gift’s recipient.

chocolate covered strawberries,
chocolate dipped baked goods
and gifts, prices vary
Edible Arrangements – wide
range of fruit bouquets, chocolate
covered fruits and holiday gifts,
prices vary

Traditionally, candles are one of those go-to, nobrainer gifts that everyone enjoys. Since they’re not allowed in residence halls, try giving the next best thing
– a decorative fragrance dispenser. The variety that are
lit with a pattern add a nice touch, and make a nice gift
even where candles aren’t forbidden.

Shari’s Berries – wide range of

ONE fasionABLE Scarf - Bezuayhu, two colors, $28. Purchase

online, benefits ONE campaign.

Juicy Couture, Lucky Brand and Nine West jewelry, $18 to

$48. Purchase online, benefits St. Jude's Children's Hospital.

Flameless Candles

versus DVD

Snowflakes Scentlight fragrance diffuser, silver, $24.99. From

Yankee Candle, available at other retail stores.

Book
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Particularly in small kitchens, appliances
like blenders can take up too much space.
Why not get a smaller hand-held tool that
also chops, mixes and blends? They don’t usually come with different speeds, but you’ll still
have most of the blending functions, and the
ability to store it away in a drawer. One with
multiple attachments is recommended.

One color: White, $28. From Urban Outfitters.

Oster 3-in-1 Hand Blender, $34.69. From Target.

Retro and novelty appliances
While toasters make great gifts for bare kitchens, family or friends with a certain
snacking taste may appreciate a novelty kitchen appliance. Let’s be honest, they aren’t
something they’d buy themselves, but they’ll be glad for something unique.

Nostalgia Electrics Soft Pretzel Factory, $29.99
Retro Series Nostalgia Electrics '50s Style Snow Cone Maker, $29.99
Hollywood Movie Time Hot Air Popcorn Popper, $39.99

All from Bed, Bath & Beyond.

Single Cup
Brewer

versus
BATTLE

Keurig
Mini-Brewer, red,

black or platinum,
$99 (online price).
Other versions
offer LCD screens,
programmable
functions or special
edition features,
$149.99 to
$179.99.
From Target.

The coffee lover who appreciates coffee for what it is,
and doesn’t bother with excessive soy milk and frills, will appreciate a good quality coffee brewer that comes
with a cheaper price tag than the Keurig.
There are almost endless brands and
models, so you can customize the
quality of coffee maker you’d like to
purchase. In general, you can find a
basic coffee maker for less than 20
dollars, and the more features you want,
the more you pay. Some models feature
digital or LCD displays, automatic
shutoff or programmable functions.
Of course, anyone can still add milk,
cream, sugar or syrup, but with a coffee
maker the additional options available
in a K-cup – like teas, mochas and lattes
with no mixing required – are lost.
To pick, it depends whether you
are looking for a more cost-efficient
and straightforward coffee option
to get the job done, or more options.

Mr. Coffee 12-Cup Switch
Coffeemaker, black, $17.89 (online price)
Black & Decker 12 Cup Programmable
Coffee Maker $39.99 (online price)

All from Target.

DEALS
u For a limited time Ann Taylor Loft has 30

percent off sale items.
529 14th St., NW (Filene’s Basement)

Muna abdulkader | hatchet photographer

Having a wide variety of stores, Pentagon City is a one-stop shopping location
for the holidays.
Located on the Pentagon City Metro
stop, it contains familiar names such as
BCBG, Abercrombie and Fitch, Bebe, Arden B., Banana Republic, Nordstrom, Express, Gap, J. Crew and Macy’s.
Similar to other shopping malls, it
has the standard stores you already know
and love. With so many options, you can
buy gifts for many people in one convenient location.

Another pro of shopping here is that
gifts you bring home to your friends are easily exchangeable because most of the stores
are brand names with many locations.
If you know of a big name store with a
gift perfect for a friend, it can probably be
found at Pentagon City.

DEALS
u 20 to 50 percent off at Journey’s until Jan. 4
u Sale at Bed Bath & Beyond until Dec. 21

1100 South Hayes St., Arlington, Va.

Delaney walsh | Hatchet photographer

Only a 15-minute walk away, Georgetown is the ideal shopping location for convenience and variety. As the fashion center
of D.C., it plays host to both major brands
and unique shops.
Urban Outfitters, Barnes & Noble,
H&M, Steve Madden and American Apparel are located on M Street, but by taking a turn up Wisconsin Avenue, there are
more stores to be found. Stop in at Sherman
Pickey or Sugar. There are also several consignment shops in the area like Second Time

Around and Ella-Rue.
If you want to buy something other than
clothing, cupcakes are a major part of Georgetown. Home to Georgetown Cupcakes,
Baked and Wired and Sprinkles you’re sure
to find a favorite or unique flavor to gift.

DEALS
u 30 percent off sweaters at Urban Outfitters

while supplies lasts
3111 M St., NW
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Even avoiding expensive coffee shop lattes, sometimes a typical pot
of brewed coffee at home isn’t a great
alternative either. There may be different types of coffee, but that only goes
so far – what if you want a mocha, or
a tea latte?
A Keurig Mini-Brewer is a good
option for anyone looking for options,
and who is probably only brewing
one cup at a time throughout the day.
Its small size is compatible for dorm
kitchens or small counters, and the extensive choices of K-cups offer flavors
and varieties for anyone.
As with most products that are
more customizable in terms of tastes,
the Keurig comes with a heftier price
tag than a typical coffee brewer. If
you’re not asking for it yourself for
the holidays, consider pitching in with
several friends to get one for the caffeine-addict of the group.
To pick, you have to choose whether you are willing to pay the price for
individual servings and high-quality
options, as well as convenience, over
a straight, cost-efficient cup of brewed
coffee.

Classic Coffee
Maker

as a renowned food court that’s necessary to
keep you fueled throughout your shopping.
Just a short walk away are stores in
Gallery Place-Chinatown. Urban Outfitters and Ann Taylor Loft are good places to
look for holiday gifts.

ity

For anyone needing a new or
more interesting alarm clock, play
a fun little joke this season and
get them a block of a wood. Well,
at least it will look like one – this
alarm clock saves energy by only
displaying the time upon sensing a
clap of hands in the room.

Exiting the Metro stop at Metro Center,
you'll find a world of shopping that truly
feels like city shopping.
Nearby is Lou Lou, an accessory shop
with well-priced jewelry to fit anyone’s budget. Anthropologie, which is known for its
trendy clothing, is often overlooked for the
smaller household goods it holds that make
cute holiday gifts.
In the area is also the Shops at National
Place, a three-level shopping mall with over
75 stores. Inside is a Filene’s Basement as well

C

Hand Blender

Delaney walsh | Hatchet Photographer
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Clap alarm clock

hort on ideas for holiday shopping around the District?
Check out The Hatchet's guide for fresh places to find
more interesting gifts. Both mainstream shopping venues and shops unique to D.C. are explored to help you decide
where to shop for friends and loved ones.

go

HOMEY CORNER

by emily Schamberger | Hatchet Reporter
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In the finals season, with an increased
workload, it can be hard to remember that
books can be fun. Give your friends timeless gifts they enjoy and can add to their
shelves – get them a book.
A well-chosen book can show that
even if you weren’t sure what else to get,
you cared enough to peruse a multitude of
titles to pick one out.
First, it has to at least be a genre they
would enjoy. For a friend who doesn’t
like reading, try an interesting cookbook
or a decorative journal. If they have an
obsessive interest, like politics, go for
a non-fiction by someone who might
share the same views.
Even if it’s not a book they themselves might have chosen and paid for,
taking the initiative to guess what might
interest them ensures that it will be a gift
they appreciate. They have a new item to
add to the bookshelf, and hours of reading to do if they choose.
Worst case scenario? Books are
easily exchangeable.

S
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Even with the growing popularity of online
streaming videos through
sites like Netflix, and more
people downloading video in
electronic form, there’s something nice about getting a physical, wrapped DVD as a gift.
Giving a movie works best
if you know the person’s favorite
actors, or a genre he or she particularly enjoys. Be careful with fanatics,
though – if someone is obsessed with
a particular movie series, they might
already have the latest release.
If you’re unsure what movie in
particular they might like, a popular recent release is a good choice
but also risky in case they have it
already or watched in the theater
and didn’t enjoy it.
Even with the risks involved with
picking a good movie for someone,
guessing right means that you’ve
given a few hours of good, relaxing,
non-reading entertainment, perfect
for downtime in the holiday season.
Like books, even if it's not a favorite movie, DVD's also look nice
in a collection on a shelf, and are also
easily returnable.
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Gifts for a cause

HOLIDAY SHOPPING
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Confectionery treats
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Michael Boosalis | Hatchet photographer

This area plays host to some of the
District’s major boutiques, perfect if you
want to stray from brand names and find
a more unique gift.
First are two boutiques, Caramel and
Nana, which tied for the Best Clothing
Boutique of 2011 by the Washington City
Paper. Caramel is located on U Street and is
known for its green clothing lines, as well
as selling products by local designers. On
the other hand, Nana mixes the new with
the old and sells vintage inspired pieces.

Also in the area is Home Rule, an
offbeat home goods store. Selling everything from robot ice cube trays to
Pac Man oven mitts, this store has gifts
that will bring a smile. Similarly, Pulp
also has quirky gifts.

TIP
u Even without in-store deals, try shopping at

each boutiques' website for online exclusives
and gift guides.

Holiday Shopping Guide

The GW Hatchet

DIY & PERSONALIZED CORNER
PHoto Album

versus Mix-tape CD

Compiling photographic memories is a great choice for those
you know very well.
For long term friends or
significant others, choose a
series of photos over several
months or years. This shows
that you appreciate their
friendship and the memories, and want to give something that conveys that.
Also, a photo album
from an event, like a party,
wedding or vacation can
help that person have something to
remember the good times.
Regardless of what you choose
to include in the album, choosing the
photos, printing them and including
them in a nice album makes for a great
and timeless gift.
To choose, decide whether the person
cares more about listening to music in the
moment, or if you think they’d prefer having
tangible memories for years to come.

You might assume that a mixtape CD is the better gift for friends
interested in music. That's true, but
it's also great for friends who are
less musically inclined.
Friends who already have extensive music libraries and multiple
favorite bands are likely already
maintaining their own playlists.
They might still appreciate a
collection personally compiled by a friend, especially if
the songs have a certain meaning or common theme, but you
may not be giving them something useful if they have a ton
of their own playlists.
Also, there’s less room to
go wrong – even if you make
a playlist for someone less into
music, they probably won’t be
as picky about liking or disliking
the songs. Either way, a personalized
playlist burned on a CD is thoughtful and
relatively inexpensive.

BATTLE

Photo mementos

Homemade holiday cards

If using glue or cutting
straight lines isn’t your thing,
you can still give friends or
loved ones the gift of memories. Pick a photo to upload,
and choose between mugs,
calendars, photobooks and
other personalized objects.
Many websites offer this
service, sometimes with bonuses for joining.

Personally handcrafted holiday cards are perfectly easy
and thoughtful. At minimum, a patterned paper with either
stickers or ink stamps, and a neatly handwritten note can show
that you care. For those more inclined to crafts, inset photos,
layered paper, glitters and ribbons are all nice touches.

From SnapFish.com
(20 free prints for registering)
Class Wall Calendar, $18.99
Desk Calendar, $14.99
Coffee Mugs starting at $9.99
Flip book (spiral bound
snapshots) starting at $4.99
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Tickets to a sports game

Streaming video membership

From sports fanatics to
those who have never been
to a game, anyone can appreciate a pair of game
tickets. Whether they want
to cheer on their favorite
teams or simply enjoy a new
experience, anyone can enjoy a spirited game. And, if
you buy them a ticket and
purchase one for yourself,
chances are they won't mind
the company.

Why give friends just one movie, when you can give
them the gift of hundreds? Depending on their tastes, there
are several options for streaming movies and TV shows to
DVD rentals via mail. Let them enjoy the gift that keeps on
giving (at least for the length of the membership you buy).

Prices vary by event, D.C. sports:
DC United: Season starts February 2012
Redskins: Season in progress, last
home game Dec. 24
Capitals: Season in progress, ends
April 2012
Wizards: NBA season information
not yet available

Netflix: 30-day online trial, $7.99 per month, additional $7.99 per month
for DVD rentals by mail.
Amazon Prime: One month free trial, includes other benefits from
Amazon, $79 per year.

Day or weekend trip
Who wouldn’t like a day or two away from the studying grind? Pick a destination and plan your own day trip
– take your friend or a special someone with you as your
gift to them. Plan your own transportation, meals and
outings or scour the web for pre-planned packages.

Zipcar: Occasional driving plan – $60 annual fee, $25 application fee, hourly rates
from $7.75, daily rates Monday through Thursday $73, Friday through Sunday $82
LivingSocial Adventures and Escapes for day activities around

D.C. and short nearby vacations

versus Theater Tickets

Groupon Getaways for short nearby vacation

Concert tickets

There is a type of concert
for anyone.
Choosing concert tickets
for someone shows that you know a
thing or two about their tastes and
taking the extra time to secure tickets
is part of the gift.
It’s safe to stick to concerts they'll
enjoy, but don't be afraid to try something new like a lesser known artist in
a genre that you know that they like,
or concerts at smaller venues.
In general, you have to know
at least the basics of someone’s
tastes, and decide whether a fun,
upbeat concert might be type of
event they’d enjoy most.

For intellectual or theatrical
friends, bypass concert tickets and
go for a theater performance.
Musicals, orchestras and operas can
be welcome departures from typical
concerts for music enthusiasts. Many of
these are nearby, at the John F. Kennedy
Center for the Performing Arts.
There are several venues for timeless Shakespeare performances, such as
the Shakespeare Theatre Company and
the Folger Shakespeare Library.
You can often view Broadway
shows, musicals and professional touring attractions at the National Theatre.
If you want to give a unique experience, theater offers the most options.

BATTLE

Supply stores near campus:

Plaza Artist Materials & Picture Framing at 1990 K St., NW
Staples at 1901 L St., NW

Personalized bag or backpack
It may seem so high school, but a personalized tote or backpack is a useful gift that might appeal to some. Even if it’s not the
classy bag they prefer to use every day, chances are they’ll need it
eventually to haul things around. If you happen to have friends
obsessed with their own names or initials, there’s no better gift.

L.L.Bean Boat and Tote Bag, zip-top, multiple color options, $31.95 to $41.96
L.L.Bean Deluxe Book Bag, multiple prints available, $39.95

Michelle Rattinger | Senior PHoto editor

The Art of Giving
H

alf of the
excitement of
the holidays
is not in the actual gifts
that you give or receive,
but the mystery and
suspense surrounding
a wrapped box waiting
to be opened. From
the wrapping paper
and ribbons to giving
traditions, how you give
is just as important as
what you give.
by Ana Cvetkovic | Hatchet Reporter

Wrapping
Some say not to judge a book by
its cover – or a gift by its wrapping –
but ultimately presentation is key.
For traditional gift-wrapping
products and stationary, visit Papyrus in Georgetown at 1300 Wisconsin
Ave. Looking for something more
original? Sites like giftskins.com and
namemaker.com let you order custom
wrapping paper featuring a phrase,
name or photo of your choice.
Small budgets foster creativity, so your gift can look just as good
wrapped in everyday things like
comics, maps, sheet music or even
copies of newspaper. Wrap boxes in
white computer paper and decorate
with fancy ribbons for a surprisingly
chic presentation. For an earthy look,
wrap gifts in brown paper and bundle
with twine.
If you’re not a savvy wrapper,
place presents in white gift boxes and
decorate them with masking tapes in
bright colors. You can also cover the

gift in a variety of multi-colored plastic bags and tie with a bow. Or, instead
of a conventional bow, top the gift
with a fresh flower.
For packaging that is both useful
and pretty, place presents inside decorative storage boxes, found at home
goods stores, and wrap in ribbon. You
can also wrap a present in fabric or a
scarf, closed with a brooch.
When something is oddly shaped,
put it in a gift bag or box. To wrap a tubular present, think Tootsie Roll: Roll
the tube in wrapping paper, twist the
ends and secure them with ribbons.
Instead of giving a gift card in a
revealing envelope, try this: tape the
card on the inside bottom of a box and
fill it with something heavy – candy,
coal, rocks – and wrap it. As long as
the recipient has a sense of humor, he
or she will be pleasantly surprised.
If you are sending a gift by mail,
try a similar technique. Wrap the present in any way that you like and put it
in a box for shipment. Instead of using
packing peanuts, cushion the present
with peppermint candies.

Giving
When you’re not sending a gift by
mail, the act of handing it over is just
as important as what it's wrapped in.
If you want to give presents to
friends and you know you won’t see
them over winter break, plan a time
to exchange gifts before the end of the
semester. A good way to exchange
gifts with a big group is with a game.
Yankee Swaps, or White Elephants
are fun alternatives to Secret Santas.
Establish a price range and have
everyone bring a gift to the exchange.
Participants draw a number to determine the order of gift picking.
The first person picks a gift from
the pile and unwraps it. The next person can then choose either to unwrap
a gift from the pile or to steal the first
person's present. If the second person
opts to take the first person's gift, the
first person unwraps another present.
Another fun option is waiting to unwrap all of the gifts at the end.
Exchanges like these usually in-

volve ironic or re-gifted presents.
You can even have a gift-wrapping contest and give titles to the most
bizarre or creative presentations. Create categories like "Scrooge" for gifts
tossed into plastic bags and labeled
with permanent marker or "Martha
Stewart" for meticulously put-together packages.

Receiving

After receiving all of your gifts,
you might find that you either have
no use for some of the presents or that
you simply don’t like them. What are
you supposed to do?
If you received a gift receipt, you
can exchange the unwanted item. If
you didn’t, you could tell the gift-giver that you need a different size and
see if they will give you the receipt.
Some stores will let you return or exchange items if the tags are attached,
so ask for their policies.
No matter how you decide to give
a gift this holiday season, remember
to be creative and have fun. u
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merry tubachristmas!
Kennedy Center
Wednesday at 6 p.m.
Free

A month of mustaches for men's health

by Roxanne Gold
Hatchet Reporter
Goatees, soul patches and
handlebars of every styling were
on display Friday at the Rock and
Roll Hotel for a Movember Official Gala Parté, marking the end
of a monthlong mustache-growing celebration.
Movember, more commonly
known as the month of November, is the 30-day period during
which men from 14 countries, not
just grow but artistically sculpt
their mustaches to raise money
and awareness for prostate cancer
and other men’s issues.
The party celebrated the men
and women worldwide who collectively helped raise over $103
million for health organizations
like The Prostate Cancer Foundation and LIVESTRONG.

''

It's a fantastic excuse
to grow a mustache for
a month.

''

Howard Krasilovsky
Participant
Movember

“We’re trying to remove the
stigmas that men have associated with going to the doctor or
not being manly their entire life.
They’ve been taught since they
were young boys to, ‘Oh just rub
some dirt on it.’ But no, if something inside you hurts, you need
to take care of yourself. It doesn’t
have to be in November, but all
men need to get checked up, and
the mustache is a reminder to go
to the doctor,” Jack Choate, Movember director of development
in the U.S, said.

In addition to a live DJ and
plenty of booze, each party featured a series of competitions, from
“Best Mo in Character” to “The
Lame Mo,” an encouragement
award for those like Adam Begart,
28, who aren’t so hair-inclined.
“I struggle. I actually had to
Just for Men it twice,” Begart admitted.
At the gala, especially impressive Mo Bros and Mo Sistas were
nominated by official Movember
judges as they entered the parté,
based on the recognizability of
their costumes and the superb
grooming status of their ‘staches.
Winners are decided by the loudness of audience cheers during a
fashion-show-turned-dance-off
later in the night.
With its wild parties and mustache competitions, Movember aims
to change the staggering statistics.
Sporting mustaches akin to
those of Tom Selleck, Hulk Hogan
and Dr. Phil, the Mo Bros, alongside their supportive Mo Sistas,
joined together in celebrating a
now eight-year-old movement.
“Four friends in Melbourne,
Australia wanted to bring the mustache back for a themed costume
party. Over the course of eight
years, that private party has turned
into the number one campaign for
prostate cancer,” Choate said, explaining the event’s inception.
Staying true to its roots, Movember hosts 12 costume parties
throughout the U.S. during the
first weekend of December.
Dressed in his brother ’s old
college band uniform, team member Steve Beggs, 36, was this
year ’s “Man of Movember.”
“I’m a survivor myself. I was
young when it happened so I was
able to survive it. A lot of guys
don’t,” Beggs said.
One in six men will be diagnosed with prostate cancer during
his lifetime, making it the second
most common cancer in men. One
in 36 will die from the disease, according to the American Cancer
Institute. Because 24 percent of
men are less likely to go to the
doctor compared to women, more
and more cases go undiagnosed,
leading to higher fatality rates.
“What we’re really trying to

jordan emont | assistant PHOTO editor

Top: Prostate cancer survivor Steve
Beggs, 36, won the award for Man of
Movember. Bottom: Captain of the
"Northern Virginia Public School League
Coaches" celebrates after winning the
best Movember team award.

more online
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Want to see more mustaches? Go
online for pictures of the participants.

www.gwhatchet.com

do is create a men’s health movement. Trying to get men to talk
about their health and not be
afraid of it,” Choate said.
Sporting a horseshoe mustache that stylistically completes
a full oval under his chin, Howard Krasilovsky, 31, is a three-year
Movember veteran.
“It’s a fantastic excuse to grow
a mustache for a month. That’s
how I got started, but since then
I’ve really got drawn into the
cause,” Krasilovsky said.
Krasilovsy’s friend, Zach Cart-

er, 28 added, “We’re teachers and
the students love it.”
Bringing
prostate
cancer
awareness into their high school
classrooms in a “fun, comedic
way,” as Carter puts it, is exactly

Movember ’s aim.
Since Movember began in
2003, the global movement has
raised over $174 million, and over
1.1 million participants have registered as Mo Bros and Mo Sistas. u

Healthy fodder for alma mater
by Scott Figatner
Hatchet Staff Writer
For a local restaurant owner, giving back to GW is a family affair - with plenty of fruits
and vegetables involved.
In 2010 Annie Leconte,
her husband Didier Leconte
and her son Eric opened Litestars, a restaurant she describes as a “healthier quick
bistro” that specializes in
gourmet tartlets, grain-based
salads and their newly copyrighted “soupdrinks.”
While Leconte, an alumna, has recipes for dozens of
healthy menu items, she was
approached by Pi Kappa Phi
to add another key ingredient
to the bistro – philanthropy.
Litestars teamed up with
the fraternity to hold a fundraiser at the 21 and L streets location in mid-November . The
brothers got a nutritious meal
and 10 percent of all the profits
earned that evening.
Pi Kappa Phi brother, junior Will Gluckin worked on
organizing the fundraiser. The
fraternity donated the money
to Push America, the national
philanthropic
organization
owned by Pi Kappa Phi.
“Happy
hour
and
healthy food – two of GW’s
favorite things,” Gluckin
said. “It’s like…if Sweetgreen and Cosi had a baby
that likes to drink.”
The food options at Lit-

estars were a change from
some of the fraternity members’ usual dinner dishes.
“At first, the guys were
not open to having quiche and
salad for dinner,” Gluckin said
about a group whose usual
dinner venues are Burger Tap
& Shake and Chipotle.
Menu options at Litesars include fruit smoothies,
egg white omelet tartlets, a
brown rice salmon salad and
frozen yogurts.
“Everything here is made
from scratch,” Leconte said,
emphasizing the impossibility
of buying anything unhealthy
at Litestars. “We don’t even
have a freezer.”
Litestars wants to continue its partnership with GW,
working with Greek life organizations in the future to pair
healthy eating with philanthropic causes.
Disheartened by the lack
of choices in America besides
pizza, hamburgers and fried
food, she made it her mission
to fight against the growing
obesity crisis. Leconte joined
the “Chefs Move to Schools”
initiative – one facet of Michelle Obama’s “Let’s Move”
campaign – and started educating children about healthy
eating.
Based on the brothers’
feedback about the hearty
salads and satisfying soups,
Gluckin sees the possibility
for future events on even

larger scales.
Gluckin developed a
bond with the Leconte family
over shared GW experiences.
He said the family business
“could be portrayed as a GW
success story.”
Chief Operations Officer
and son of Annie and Didier
Leconte, Eric Leconte graduated from GW in 2005 with a
B.A. in business administration, and began working on
the restaurant concept one
year later.
“I had an equal say in
the concept and vision of Litestars,” Eric Leconte, who is
still making sure the vision
of a healthy bistro is being
followed, said.
A special Department of
Agriculture software program
allows the restaurant to provide nutrition information for
every item on the menu, readily available on their website.
“For us, it was a major
part of our concept to have
that transparency,” he said.
“It’s not just a marketing
gimmick.”
Although he may not
wake up at 4:30 a.m. to swim
like his mother does, Eric Leconte still values a healthy
lifestyle. Used to his mother’s
healthy cooking, he said it was
hard for him to adjust to food
at GW.
“I was always looking
for quick, healthy food,” he
said. u

AVra bossov | hatchet PHOTOGRAPHER

Alumna and owner of Litestars Annie Leconte serves herself a turkey tartlet made with ground turkey and apples.
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Colonials net two
weekend wins

Upcoming games
MEN's basketball
vs. Loyola
Smith Center
Wednesday, 7 p.m.

at Syracuse
Syracuse, N.Y.
Saturday, 7 p.m.

Last word
"To come back and
do something at the
same level in such a
short amount of time
in our sport is real,
real difficult."
–Dan Rhinehart,
swimming head coach, on
returning to the pool after
Thanksgiving break and his
teams' standout performances
at the Patriot Invitational before
the break.

H

The number of turnovers the women's
basketball team forced in their victory
over Houston Baptist Saturday night.

men's Swimming | GW 157, Old Dominion 105
Women's Swimming | OlD Dominion 140, GW 119

IN Brief
The women’s basketball
team swept its weekend action at the Navy Classic in Annapolis, Md., defeating foes
Maine, 54-46, and Houston
Baptist, 80-44. Utilizing a
tenacious full-court press
and sharp shooting from the
perimeter, GW (5-3) has won
four consecutive games for
the first time since the 2008
season.
Led by senior forward Tara
Booker, who made the alltournament team by averaging nine and a half points over
the Colonials’ two games, the
Colonials shot 63.6 percent
from behind the arc against
Maine Friday afternoon. Junior guards Danni Jackson
and Megan Nipe each added
10 points, and nine different
players scored for the Colonials as head coach Mike
Bozeman cycled through his
bench. Defensively, GW tallied 11 steals from seven different players, and used a
full court press to limit the
Black Bears to just 28.6-percent shooting from the field
in the second half.
“All in all, the defensive
effort is what carried us tonight,” Bozeman said. “These
guys are really working hard.
It’s not just one person running up the stat sheet in that
area. We were hitting the
passing lanes, and our press
was working pretty good for
us in the second half. We’re
getting that end of it, and
I’m very confident that these
guys are skilled and the
shooting will come around.”
The Colonials were able
to carry their momentum
over to Saturday’s matchup
against Houston Baptist,
shooting a season-high 50.8
percent from the field and
eight-for-16 from deep as GW
raced out to a 42-23 lead by
halftime. Senior guard Tiana
Myers and freshman guard
Chakecia Miller posted 15
and 10 points, respectively,
coming off of the bench,
while all 11 players who entered the game for the Colonials scored. The full-court
press Saturday allowed GW
to force 24 turnovers against
Houston Baptist.
“It’s going to be one press
or another press. And that’s
what depth allows you to do,”
said Bozeman. “If you look
back over the history of basketball, any team that presses an awful lot has quality
subs. And right now, we’re
developing our bench to be
quality.”

24

Elizabeth Traynor
Sports Editor
etraynor@gwhatchet.com

Colonials split meet against ODU
FRANCIS RIVERA | Assistant photo editorv

Junior Phillip Graeter charges to finish a lap of the 200-yard butterfly Saturday morning during a duel-meet against Old Dominion. Graeter won the event.

by Mary Ellen McIntire
Hatchet Reporter
The Colonials didn’t want to
take the pool with the weight of recent success on their backs.
The last time GW exited competition, it did so with a strong performance at the Patriot Invitational.
And after Thanksgiving break and
a week of hard training, the Colonials returned to the Smith Center Saturday afternoon for a dual
meet against Old Dominion feeling somewhat nervous about how
their performance would compare
to their last meet.
“The main focus was probably to finish up the semester on
a good note,” head coach Dan
Rhinehart said. “We knew it was
going to be a challenge, because
we had such a phenomenal meet
at [the] Patriot [Invitational] at
George Mason before Thanksgiving, and to come back and do
something at the same level in
such a short amount of time in
our sport is real, real difficult.”

The men’s team shook off any
rust left over from the extended
break in competition, besting ODU
157-105.
The Colonials were lead by junior Phillip Graeter, who posted
first place finishes in the 200-yard
butterfly, 200-yard backstroke and
the 200-yard individual medley.
“Dual meets just come down to
racing the guy next to you,” Graeter
said. “Just race hard, finish strong
and beat the guy next to you.”
Junior Luke Quimby and freshman Garrett Cottingham both had
two first place finishes and senior
Marshall Seedorff also won the 50yard freestyle.
Freshman Adam Rabe, sophomore Niccolo Wilson and junior
Steve Nelson earned points for the
Colonials with two second-place
finishes apiece.
“The time after Thanksgiving
is always pretty rough because
everybody is focusing on finals
and we only have two and a half
weeks before we go home, so it’s
hard to get into the practice rou-

tine again, but we all did really
well,” Graeter said.
The women’s team also performed well, but ultimately
dropped the meet to ODU 140-119
after falling behind at the beginning of the competition.
Sophomore Lindsay Moore
helped pace the Colonials, snagging first place finishes in both
the 100-yard backstroke and the
200-yard backstroke. Freshman
Janica Lee had two first-place finishes as well, in both the 200-yard
breaststroke and the 200-yard individual medley.
Despite the loss, Lee was impressed with her team’s performance, pointing out that GW continued to improve its performance
as the meet progressed.
“I think we did really well
as a team. After the first half of
the meet, we were sort of trailing
behind, and coach said, ‘We’re
20 points behind,’ and after that,
everyone stepped up their races
and we started winning events,”
Lee said.

Sophomore Caroline Myers
ended the meet with two secondplace finishes and a third-place
finish. Sophomore sisters Sloan
Saunders and Sydney Saunders
also finished second and third, respectively, in both the 50-yard and
100-yard freestyle races.
The Colonials now look forward to their next meet, an Atlantic 10 Conference match in Rhode
Island Jan. 13 and 14. It’s a good
preview for another competition
already on the team’s radar – the
Atlantic 10 Championships slated
for late February.
Rhinehart said that one of the
main challenges the team faces is
learning to swim fast when they
are tired. They will rest before the
A-10 Championships, he said, but
dual meets are good for conditioning and training the Colonials to
fight through fatigue.
“As I’ve told them before,”
Rhinehart said, “If you’re not willing to get up and go after it when
you’re tired, you don’t deserve to
go faster when it’s easy.” u

GW records second straight loss
from p. 1

michelle rattinger | senior photo editor

Freshman forward Jonathan Davis grins – and holds on tight –
as he rides the Metro to Sunday's BB&T Classic game with the
rest of the men's basketball team and fans.

Metro madness for
Colonials and fans
by Daniel Wright
Hatchet Staff Writer
One of the last things
on a player’s mind before a
game is how he or she will
get to the court.
But for the men’s basketball team Sunday, the transit
to the BB&T Classic matchup
against Virginia Commonwealth University was a big
part of its experience playing
at the Verizon Center.
Rather than taking a
charter bus to the game,
head coach Mike Lonergan
and his team rode the Metro to the landmark venue,
accompanied by several
dozen fans and members
of the GW Spirit Program
and Colonial Brass. Ducking down to fit through the
Metro doors, the players
seemed relaxed and joked
with fans as they packed
the car.
Graduate student forward Jabari Edwards offered his seat to any ladies
who wanted to sit down,
and freshman forward John
Kopriva joked with sophomore forward Nemanja Mikic about the lack of number
30 jerseys – Mikic’s number

– sported by the fans.
“Maybe they need to
mark those down more,”
Kopriva said.
As the Colonials exited
the Metro, the band and
spirit team chanted GW’s
fight song and cheered the
players on as they headed
into their game.
The team was clearly
boosted by the show of support on the Metro ride. Even
though the train's operator
warned against "crowding"
the cars as the players and
fans got on and off, it just
elicited laughs from the
Colonials and their supporters. Senior guard Tony
Taylor listened to music on
the ride, bouncing up and
down as the group waited
to transfer cars at Metro
Center, directed by the enthusiastic George Washington mascot.
“The overall experience
of going on the Metro was
great,” Taylor said. “It was
good to have all of the students here, the band, our
[Athletic Director] Patrick
Nero and everybody here
just cheering for us and
looking for us to get it done
today.” u

but VCU posted a 43.1 shooting percentage on the game. More telling were the 17
GW turnovers that the Rams converted
into 21 points, a breakdown Lonergan attributes to his team’s struggles to maintain
a solid defensive presence in the face of a
shaky offensive performance.
“We haven’t put two good halves together yet. Hopefully we’ll keep working hard and get a lot better. We need to
get more than a couple guys committed
at both ends of the court and we really
struggle at certain positions defensively,” Lonergan said. “We’re not getting a
lot of scoring from certain positions. Our
biggest problem right now is some of
our guys when they’re not scoring, it affects their defense and there’s no excuse
for that.”
The biggest Achilles heel for the Colonials continued to be VCU’s presence
from deep. The Rams continued to find
a way to kick it out to the perimeter,
shooting 50.0 from three-point range on
the game, hitting 12 treys that cemented
their victory and helped stymie GW’s
attempt at a rally. Lonergan was clearly
frustrated at the Colonials' inability to
defend the three, pointing out that assistant coach Pete Strickland’s scouting report emphasized the Rams’ potent shot
from beyond the arc.

“You know, they were wide open,”
Lonergan said. “A few guys had a breakdown on almost every play. We continued to give them wide open threes, we
tried to trap a little, but the rotation
was a little slow which gave them more
open threes.”
It was 40 minutes of play where the
Colonials couldn’t keep a consistent
pace with the Rams, shaken by fast play
that left GW struggling to control the
ball through the half court. At times,
the team looked tired during the game,
clearly bested by VCU’s fast, athletic
style, unable to make crucial plays down
the stretch.
After six consecutive games away
from the Smith Center, it would be
easy for the Colonials to blame an underwhelming performance on fatigue.
The team could also point to the challenges that come with rebuilding a new
program, with a new style, with a new
coach. But Taylor isn’t about to shrug off
responsibility.
“I’m not going to blame it on anything else except for we didn’t play well
today,” Taylor said. “When we go on
those scoring droughts, it just takes the
life out of us and we can’t let that happen. We’ve got to turn up our defense
when we can’t score and not let the other
team score. I think we’ve got to do a better job at that.” u

francis rivera | assistant photo editor

Junior guard Lasan Kromah, center, charges after a loose ball after VCU loses control during
Sunday's game. Kromah netted eight points and grabbed six boards on the Colonials' loss.
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GWorld Merchants &
Super Saver Coupons
Every Monday - The GW Hatchet
Use your GWorld at these locations or cut out the appropriate coupon and save on
purchases from area businesses.

TO BE INCLUDED IN THIS SPECIAL PROMOTION, CONTACT YOUR SALES REP OR CALL (202) 994-7682
DEADLINE FOR MERCHANTS PAGE: Prior Thursday, 4pm

Call NOW!! - Limited Number of Participants - Call NOW!!

Happy Holidays
From our family
to yours.
- The Hatchet staff
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GWMarketplace

www.gwmarketplace.com

(202) 994-7079 | classifieds@gwhatchet.com

ANSWER TO
PREVIOUS PUZZLE

+ Follow

H gwhatchet

Phone: (202) 994-7079
Fax: (202) 994-1309
Email: classifieds@gwhatchet.com
Web: www.gwmarketplace.com
Online classified ads are available FREE to all GW
students and faculty.
• Non-GW clients pay a small fee for online
posting.
• Print ads begin at $10 for the first 25
words, and $.30 per word beyond that.
• All classifieds should be placed online. If
you cannot access the internet, ads may be
placed via email, fax or in person at our office. An extra fee may apply.
The Hatchet accepts Visa, Mastercard, American
Express and Discover, as well as cash and check
through our office.

@gwhatchet
@hatchetsports

Studying for ﬁnals?

Want a warm, quiet, cozy place to study?
Get away from the hustle of campus and check out
Bourbon Coffee on 21st and L ST NW.
We are a few short blocks away from
GWU & Foggy Bottom Metro.
We are the only coffee company in D.C. that offers
direct-trade coffee exclusively from Rwanda.

Come in and see what makes Bourbon Coffee
a unique gem in your neighborhood!
Buy one get one

Buy one get one

Free item is of equal or lesser
value. Cannot be combined with
other discounts or coupons. Limit
one per customer per visit. Free
item must be redeemed on same
day of purchase.

Free item is of equal or lesser
value. Cannot be combined with
other discounts or coupons. Limit
one per customer per visit. Free
item must be redeemed on same
day of purchase.

Offer expires 12/31/11

Offer expires 1/31/12

FREE! FREE!
2101 L St., NW

u

202-525-1886
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